
Do vou wonder why you are alive?,'. ~ .' i
Do you feel like wt'lat's the use?Do ,

you wonder what great plan you are
supposed to fulfill? Then you have

g;5 . s,plrltual tenslonl . '::" *j , ". .~~~ _mm ' ,,-- , ..m"

:~, . '" .',' "'- ,.:,'-';Studlesshowthat people with deep splrltual'~o[lvlctlons haveJower blood pres-
And spiritual tension can only be iel~ased in one way and that Is to have aspli'. 'sure, fewer heart attacks, and even a lower rate of cancer. Their connectlort'with
Itual experience. As Uie grow our faith and beliefs into something bigger than our- the spiritual realm is linked to love and compassion for all living beings.
selves, we are also guided to spiritual practices such as prayer and worship. We
accumulate a svstem of beliefs that help us to deal with losing loves ones and

evefiour OUincertain and impending death. '
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We can find spiritual experiences in the beauty of nature. or'perhaps a dream.
Other spiritual experiences come durln~(times of prayer or <ontemplatlon of
sacred writings. These experiences 9110wus to know the power of the spirit thot
exist both inside and outside our innerworld. .

Fasting, prayer and meditation can open us up to visions that can guide our lives.
We become connected, feel supported, and our feelings of loneliness disappears
because we find a reason for living and a task to accomplish. We might even
decide to deal with certain problems that exist In the world. We finally start to
understand the depth of our very being and we start to move forward and achieve
our dreamsl

People with spiritual beliefs are better equipped to cope with stressful events.
Thev bounce back faster, they learn to look at lessons they have learned from dif-
ficult situations. Spiritual people are even more relaxed and have fewer problems
with depression.

..

Psychologist Abraham Maslow talked obout "~eak Experiences" and spiritual peo-
ple have these moments of awareness and uoderstandlng that helps them under-
stand life. Spiritual people give up that which is unimportant and kev in on what
makes a difference in the world. Sometimes this happens In subtle ways. but In
the end It makes an amazing difference In the lives of everyone around them.

Spiritual development moves past the realm of the senses and towards the realm'
of knowlrtg with the heart... letting go of thinking and the need to rationalize.

Those who walk a spiritual path know where they are he.aded and keep that focus
throughout ,their life. You can see It in their eyes, there is a deep sense of under- .
standing that everything is connected. that nothing is unimportant, and they have
the ability to surrender to their Maker... thus allowing life to flow.

Perhaps It's your turn to find your spiritual path. It can be found in manv different
forms in many different ways. All you have to do is explore and find vour heart's
desire. Remember there may be many paths to Nirvana... but they all lead to the
same place... peace of mind and bliss.


